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3D Models of a Cell

8E had the task of making a 3D model of a cell. Some comments + reflections:
Lachlan Baker Use normal paint instead of water colour for a better result.
Jacob Victa I did learn a lot about a sperm cell.
Ben Russell I have learnt how to read and follow a rubric to maximise marks.
Andrew Sheldon Have learnt to not leave a complex task till the last minute to get started.
Anthony He Following the criteria sheet made the task a lot easier.
Connor Seery Ballons don’t shape well for this. If you know what you are doing you will succeed.
Ethan Boyle I learnt how to use a hot glue gun.
Connor Ryan I have learnt how to stick to the time limit and use what is around me to make this.
Dominic Tonu-Jiare It taught me to think outside the box and to be creative, how to compromise 
and use things I already have.
Patrick Bostelman Learnt to use different materials even cakes and lollies to make my model.
Luke Ivers Having the marking criteria made the project much easier.
Oliver Fielden Hair spray does not make things stiff when making a model.
Sean Lanske How complex is a simple cell in our body???                          April 2017 Backchat

sciences

92 Year 9 students were treated to a fantastic 
day out to visit the Port Kembla Steelworks and 
Wollongong Science Centre. The day started with a 
cold morning before morning tea at Stuart Park at 
the beachside at Wollongong. After this one group 
headed to BlueScope Steel at Port Kembla for a 2hr 
tour where the boys donned their safety gear and 
headed to the main smelter for a chance to see hot 
slabs of steel being poured and cut to size before 
being sent to the rollers to be made into sheet 
metal. The boys witnessed the steel being rolled to 
various thicknesses and packaged up to be sent to 

customers. The second group spent some time in the 
Science Centre run by the University of Wollongong. 
The boys watched a star show in the planetarium 
followed by hands on activities including a radar gun 
to measure the speed of a baseball throw, a bicycle 
that produces electricity and a strength machine 
where the students couldn’t quite match the 
teachers. The visit culminated with a Liquid Nitrogen 
show which was very cool! The excursion was long 
but the boys behaviour was excellent and I would 
like to congratulate all students on their conduct.
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